L. W. Mountain, Inc.
Glue-Down Installation Instructions
Inspect the job site carefully before you begin the installation. Some conditions require
specific installation methods. A level, flat, clean, dry, and firm subfloor is always
necessary.

Climate and Pre-installation Procedures
Material should be stored on the job site in rooms where installation is to occur.
Quicker acclimation can be achieved by opening the ends of the boxes, but DO NOT
remove the product from the cartons. Make sure the room temperature is set at a normal
living range (55 – 80 degrees). Normal living conditions should be achieved and
maintained a minimum of five days before flooring is brought into the living area for
acclimation purposes. Proper acclimation is not a measurement of time, it is a
measurement of moisture levels. It requires taking moisture readings of the flooring and
the subflooring. The flooring is acclimated and ready for installation when it has reached
a moisture level consistent with the job site and normal living conditions. Using a
moisture meter, test the subfloor and hardwood flooring for moisture content. Moisture
content of the subfloor should be 6-12% depending on your area. When wood flooring is
produced for the North American market, it has a moisture content of between 6-9%. For
solid strip flooring (less than 3” wide), there should be no more than 4 percent moisture
content difference between properly acclimated wood flooring and subflooring materials.
For wide‐width solid flooring (3” or wider), there should be no more than 2 percent
difference in moisture content between properly acclimated wood flooring and
subflooring materials.
The customer is responsible for maintaining normal humidity conditions (3555%) within the home throughout the year. L.W. Mountain, Inc. is not responsible for
environmental conditions that cause excessive expansion and contraction.

SUBFLOOR REQUIREMENTS:
Acceptable subfloor types:
CDX plywood - minimum 3/4" thick
Underlayment grade particleboard (minimum 40 lb. density)
OSB - at least 3/4" thick, PS 2-92 rated or PS 1-95 rated
Concrete slab
Ceramic tile
Resilient tile & sheet vinyl
Radiant Heated Floors – L.W. Mountain, Inc. only recommends our engineered
flooring be installed over radiant heated subfloors.
CONCRETE SUBSTRATE PREPARATION:
Concrete is required to be sound, smooth, level and flat with a maximum variation of
1/4” in 10’. Fill any low spots with appropriate filler and scrape any high spots. Subfloor
must be properly cured and tested for moisture content. Before moisture testing begins,
the concrete slab must be a MINIMUM of 30 days old. Testing of slabs less than 30 days
old can produce inaccurate, unreliable results; PH testing should be done on all slabs
regardless of age. The recommended method is the Calcium Chloride test and flooring
must not be installed if vapor pressure exceeds 3 lbs. per 1000 square feet in 24 hours.
Subfloor Preparation
1. Subfloors must be cleaned. This can be scraping or sanding the floor to
remove all foreign materials.
2. Subfloors must be flat. ¼ inch in 10 feet. Sand all seams and high spots.
3. Subfloors must be free of loose areas and squeaks before installation can start.
Renail or screw down sections that are loose or squeak. Replace any subfloor
that is damaged.
4. The subfloor must be dry before you begin your installation.
Grades and Floors
Above Grade- Engineered and Solid
floors can be installed
On Grade- Engineered and Solid
floors can be installed. L.W.
Mountain. Inc. does not recommend
gluing down solid wood on concrete
slabs. Solid Bamboo can be glued
with appropriate adhesives. *See
Technical Letter*
Below Grade- Engineered floors can
be installed. Solid wood and bamboo
should not be installed below grade.

INSTALLATION

Important Notice
The installer is the final inspector of this product. Once a board is nailed or
glued to the floor, it is deemed to be acceptable to the installer and
homeowner. If the installer is not sure whether or not the floor’s milling or
grading is acceptable, work should stop immediately and a call should be
made to the person that sold the floor.
Glue Down Method
• LW Mountain, Inc. recommends moisture testing, the use of moisture barriers and
100% urethane wood flooring adhesives
• To ensure glue transfer, glue manufactures recommend rolling the flooring throughout
installation using an 85-100 lb roller
• For the best result, do not mix adhesive products. Use moisture barriers and adhesives
from the same manufacturer’s product line.
• Use the trowel size recommended by the adhesive company to get required spread rate
and ridging height. Typically, trowel size is determined by board type, size and surface
texture. (Ensure a 95% min glue-to-board glue transfer).
• During constant use trowel teeth will wear down. For best glue coverage use a new
trowel with each new container of adhesive.
• Discard twisted or warped boards.
•Follow the glue manufacturer’s labeling instructions regarding adhesive set time, correct
trowel size, removal of surface sealers or contaminates and use of moisture barriers.
•Intermix product from several cartons as you install the floor to insure color, grain and
shade mix.
•Install the flooring parallel to the longest wall in the room. Keep the flooring straight
using a chalk line.
Blue painter tape can be used to keep rows or sections of floor boards together until the
adhesive has cured. (Incorrect tape can harm the finish.) Tape together 4 or 5 rows at 18”
intervals.
Many installers choose to use straps or clamps in an effort to force board rows tighter
together during installation. Be aware that over-strapping may adversely affect the floor
and can result in glue-bond failure, seam peaking, twisted boards, or out-of-square
flooring board alignment.

Cured adhesive can cloud, chemically damage or etch the floor’s finish.
Clean fresh adhesive from the surface of the floor frequently with
mineral spirits or manufacturer-recommended remover. Use clean
towels, changing frequently to prevent haze and adhesive residue.

Step 1
(1) Determine the starting wall, usually the longest foundation wall. At the two opposite
ends of this wall, measure out and mark on the floor the width of several rows of boards,
(this could be 12”to 24”) include the expansion gap.
(2) Next, use a chalk line to connect the two marks. Follow this chalked line when
applying both the adhesive and boards. THE FIRST ROWS MUST BE STRAIGHT.
(3) Using an approved trowel and wood flooring adhesive, glue the first few rows in the
dry area, between the wall and chalk line.
(4) First row only. Using a table saw remove the tongue part, then place the tongue side
towards the wall with groove side facing outwards. Lay flooring into the adhesive
following the straight line. Stay off the new hardwood while working.
(5) Progressively lay-in the next boards by engaging the tongue and groove then drop
board into adhesive. Avoid dragging or sliding boards together as this can trap or squeeze
glue up in between the boards creating gaps. Continue working 4 or 5 rows together, then
measure and cut the last boards as needed to complete the rows.
(6) The balance of a board cut is used to start a new row, discard lengths under 6”. Avoid
clustering of end joints. Stagger the ends of the boards correctly. Smaller boards should
be intermixed throughout the installed floor. A tapping block can be used to gently tap
the boards into proper position. During installation, end gaps between boards can be
minimized by temporarily locking a completed row in place by using spacers placed
between the wall and the last board of each row, remove when glue has dried.
(7) Repeat the process. Chalk new lines, spread adhesive and continue working 4 or 5
rows together until completed.
INSTALLING THE LAST ROW
Step 2:
•Most often, the entire length of the last row will need to be trimmed so that it is narrow
enough to fit the remaining space. It should be glued and wedged into place. Leave all
spacers in the expansion space until the adhesive has cured, then remove. Keep the floor
free from foot traffic, until adhesive has cured.
• Be sure not to spread adhesive too far ahead of your work area.
• If the adhesive skins over and fails to transfer, remove and spread new adhesive to
achieve proper bonding to the subfloor. Occasionally lift a board and check for adhesive
transfer. Adequate adhesive transfer is necessary to ensure sufficient holding strength.
• When not in use, keep the adhesive container tightly closed to prevent thickening and
difficulty in spreading the adhesive. Proper ventilation within the room should be
provided. Follow the recommendations on the adhesive container.
Post-installation
• After installation, allow glue to fully cure for 24 hrs before replacing furniture and foot
traffic. • For matching milling and finish sheen, save a box of flooring in case of future
repairs.
Remember that all walls and other vertical structures in the room must have a ¾ inch
expansion space left between it and the floor. If your drywall stops at least ¾” above the
floor, the thickness of the drywall can be considered part of the ¾” expansion space
requirement.

•
•
•
•

Once the floor has been completed the base and the quarter round can be
reinstalled into the room. This will cover the expansion gaps left between
the wall and the floor.
Sweep or vacuum the floor using a soft brush attachment.
Finish by cleaning the floor with an approved hardwood floor cleaner.
Enjoy your new hard wood floor.

About Trims and Transitions
There is a variety of trims and transitions to accent a floor by covering expansion gaps or
transitioning from one flooring surface to another. Before completing your floor it is
important to know what trim pieces you will need for your floor. These are rough
diagrams of common transition pieces, transitions may vary in thicknesses between
different products.

Moldings should be glued or nailed to the subfloor.

•

T-Mold- The molding is used mostly
between tiled surfaces and wood floors. Also
used for connecting to existing wood floors.

•

Reducer- Used with floors to other floor
coverings with lower vertical heights. Also
used to transition to carpet.

•

Stairnose- Used to transition for step down
and staircases.

•

Threshold- Used to finish the flooring up to
vertical objects and carpet.

•

Quarter Round- Used to cover expansion
around walls next to base boards.

Additional Information
Waste Factor
Additional square footage ordered for an installation is commonly referred to as a waste
factor. During installation, boards are cut to specifically fit your floor. In addition, some
boards may not be suitable for installation because of milling or color preferences which
means it becomes waste. Finally, unfortunate damage during the life of your floor may
call for replacing a board, and having spare flooring from the same stock can help to keep
your floor’s appearance. The standard in the flooring industry is to order five - ten
percent of additional flooring to cover cuts and other waste.
In-floor Radiant Heat: With radiant heat, heat source is directly beneath the flooring, so
flooring may gain moisture or dry out faster than in a home with conventional heating
system. For this installation, once slab has cured, turn heat on, regardless of season, and
leave it on for at least 5-6 days before installation. Maximum surface temperature should
never be more than 85 degrees Fahrenheit (30 degrees Celsius).

NOTE:

L.W. Mountain, Inc. only recommends the use of
engineered flooring over radiant heat. Any adhesive
used should also be rated for radiant heat.

Solid Bamboo Glue Down
To:
From:

RE:

Whom It May Concern
Tom Miessler
Technical Advisor & COO
L.W. Mountain, Inc.
Gluing bamboo flooring

L.W. Mountain, Inc. only recommends the gluing of "Solid" bamboo
flooring to concrete with the following conditions:
1)

The concrete must be at or above grade.

2)

The concrete must be fully cured.

3)

Moisture tests should be done before installation.

4)

Only use a Urethane Adhesive which will act as a moisture barrier.

5)

Proper techniques for adhesive application and flooring installation
are followed.

Tom Miessler
L.W. Mountain, Inc.

